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They say that if you have parking problems you
often have a successful downtown. So many people
want to shop or eat there, work there, visit, or live
there that you’re definitely doing something correct.
But despite these successes, often the complaints
about parking follow and usually sound like “we
need more parking, and we need it now!” This may
lead to a series of perplexing questions on how to
address the parking problem while continuing to
promote economic growth and support your
thriving downtown? Do you need a parking garage
and how can you ever afford such a large capital
expenditure?

4 Steps to Understand the Problem
Communicate with the community – Reach out to
business owners, nearby neighbors, municipal staff,
and those responsible for parking management and
enforcement. Dig into the specifics and find out the
many nuances of the parking complaints. This
communication can happen through interviews,
online surveys, public workshops, and local business
community meetings.
Inventory the existing parking system – Identify the
location and number of parking spaces, special and
reserved spaces, parking regulations, and parking
fees. Also, take note of the condition of your parking
facilities that include maintenance issues, lighting
and security, proper signage, and pay system
operations.
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Luckily, many times the solution to a community’s
parking problem is not to provide more parking,
but rather to better manage the existing parking
resources. A perceived parking deficiency
throughout the downtown area can actually be a
very localized problem or limited to certain days
or times. As such, it’s important to dig down and
gain a better understand of the parking issues
facing your downtown. These steps can help a
community understand what is going on with
parking in the community:

Measure parking demands – Count the occupancy of
parking spaces within the system over the course of critical
periods of the day and days of the week. These count
periods may vary depending on the community. In some
cases, it may be beneficial to measure parking turnover, or
how long vehicles are parked in key spaces.
Analyze your data – See where and when parking
demands are occurring and compare it to your parking
supply and community feedback. Trends and patterns will
begin to be more evident and specific problems will
emerge.
Once the detailed evaluation of existing parking conditions is complete, there
are many potential solutions in the parking toolbox that can be considered
before jumping to additional parking capacity. The following six strategies are
a few of these possible solutions and are probably applicable to many
downtowns:
6 Steps to Alleviate the Parking Woes
Pricing – Incentivize parking in locations that create optimal turnover in
convenient locations such as curbside parking along storefronts. Provide less
expensive parking for long-term parking in more remote sections of the
downtown. An added benefit of proper pricing could help reduce drivers
hunting for that most desirable free parking space that inevitably leads to more
traffic on the roadway network. These parking spaces hunters circle downtown
streets during peak times creating more congestion. Revenues from parking can be reinvested into parking
system maintenance and future upgrades or directed to streetscape improvements in the downtown.
Parking wayfinding – Provide signage directing visitors and customers to public parking lots to reduce
confusion and the need to search for parking. Parking signage shouldn’t be placed only at parking lot
entrances, but rather well in advance to guide drivers as they enter the downtown along a preferred route to
parking facilities. In some cases, these routes can be planned to avoid busy intersections or high pedestrian
crossing locations.
Online parking information –
Websites for the municipality,
businesses, and other community
destinations should all provide
detailed parking information such
as most convenient lots, parking
pricing, hours of operation, etc.
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Simplify the system – Providing too many parking regulations, differing fare
collections systems, and inconsistent pricing can lead to confusion, frustration,
and underutilization of parking. When possible, limit parking regulations along
street blocks and provide consistency in pricing and fare collection within
parking garages and lots in order to make it easier for the driver to understand.
Parking permits – Residential parking permits in adjacent residential sections can
help deter incursion into neighborhood from the downtown. Employee parking
permits can also be used to encourage business workers to save prime parking
spaces for customers and visitors.
Shared parking –
Land uses that don’t
share operational peaks can remain highly
underutilized during certain peak times of a
downtown. For example, parking lots for places
of worship can be nearly empty on weekdays and
weeknights or office parking lots can sit empty
after hours during the dinnertime rush.
Agreements between parking lot owners or with
the municipality may open these private lots and
better utilization for all. In some cases, shared parking can provide a new revenue stream for the facility
owner.
Recently, McMahon Associates, Inc. completed the Park Phoenixville
downtown parking study. The study evaluated parking conditions in
the downtown and adjacent residential neighborhoods. The parking
study also explored the potential impacts of ongoing and planned
development. In the end, the above-noted strategies, as well as some
other short-term solutions, were recommended to address existing
parking issues. By implementing the recommended six short-term
solutions above, the Borough should be able to address the current
parking problems and defer the need to provide costly new parking.
After several new businesses and residential projects opened (some
during the course of the study and several slated in the months after it
was completed), it was recommended to reevaluate the impacts of this newer development to provide a
better understanding of longer-term parking needs.
While these six parking strategies may not fully solve a community’s parking problem, they should go a long
way to alleviate parking issues within a downtown, continue to support the business community, and
reduce parking spillover into nearby residential neighborhoods.
For more information about this, or any McMahon
project, visit www.mcmahonassociates.com,
or email info@mcmahonassociates.com.
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